It is a truism nowadays to say that an archaeological site is embedded in extensive networks of relations. Connectivity has played a role in archaeological thinking for a considerable amount of time, and the adoption by archaeologists of both theoretical and methodological frameworks centring connectivity has become widespread. One such example is network analysis, which has seen a significant surge in interest within the field over the past two decades. Archaeological network analysis is far from a mature science, however, and the character of the archaeological record tends to yield networks with richly contextualised nodes connected by ties that, in stark contrast, are often based on very limited evidence for connectivity. Furthermore, archaeological networks are often accompanied by limited discussion about the implications for a connection between two sites interpreted through a commonality in material culture. In particular, the use of historical records to contextualise the interactions between sites remains somewhat uncommon. This paper takes an archaeo-historical network perspective by characterising land-use practices in early modern Iceland by mapping property records describing relations of ownership, resource claims and social obligations alongside comprehensive field archaeological surveys as extensive networks of interdependence between the known farmstead sites occupied at the time. This approach shows that these vibrant networks, documented both spatially and historically, regularly show signs of emergent properties. As these intersite relations begin to exert their own agency, the networks are cut, and the network lines begin to bundle up in knots and entanglements. The study, therefore, does not aim to quantify the presented networks using formal network analysis, but to use the networks as a starting point to investigate the properties that emerge as people aim to enact and materialise networks of property rights, resource claims and exchange.
INTRODUCTION
Archaeology is experiencing a data deluge, as Bevan (2015) puts it, and site survey is no exception. National site registers grow yearly, and methodological advances in data gathering call for renewed surveys of known sites. Growing data-sets do not always lead to a better understanding of the past, however. Large and complex archaeological data-sets require provisions for contextualisation and analysis. This study presents a case study using historical documents as a contextual medium for Iceland's historic landscape. The study uses Gísli Pálsson, Department of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden. E-mail: gisli.palsson@umu.se land census records of 18th-century farmsteads and site survey records, and employs a network perspective to construct a database of site-to-site relations. The study characterises the networks derived from analysing the land census and the impact they may have had on agricultural practices and everyday life. Finally, the study considers what material remnants these networks of interaction may have produced by considering known relations between farms in the context of surveyed sites.
The paper foregrounds two points. Firstly, single-site interpretations of the past should account for the agentic properties of the relations a site has to other sites. Secondly, emergent properties arise from the interactions of entities in the source material, and these properties can be demonstrated to have downward causal influence (cf. DeLanda 2016, p. 18); in other words, networks created by the assembly of interactions between farmsteads and their stewards take on their own agency which can then be demonstrated to influence the individuated parts -or nodes -in the network.
The following section provides some information on Iceland's largest site survey database -Ísleif.
BACKGROUND
Comprehensive site-based survey in Iceland effectively started in the mid-1990s at the initiative of Fornleifastofnun Íslands. 1 Deeming the contemporary sites and monuments record, numbering under 400 sites, to be an inadequate register of Iceland's heritage assets, the institute developed a new site record database -Ísleif (Friðriksson and Vésteinsson 1998 ). The structure is bipartite, with one table based on farmsteads listed in an 1847 land census (Johnsen 1847) , and the second table based on surveyed sites. As of late 2017, Ísleif contains approximately 6000 farm units and 100,000 sites, a third of which have geographical coordinates.
Compared to other Nordic site registers, such as the Norwegian Askeladden or the Swedish Fornsök, Ísleif is striking for its focus on historical context and recordings of oral history. Ísleif surveyors rely on an integrated methodology for site detection, including aerial reconnaissance, documentary research, field walking and interviewing local informants. It is, for this reason, not simply an archaeological site database but an ethno-archaeo-historical one. It contains sites that might be considered oddities in a site survey system, such as places mentioned in historic documents (but not located). In addition, the database contains dozens of sites that could be called intangible, such as places associated with folk tales or places thought to be the dwellings of supernatural creatures.
This broader focus on historical background and local belief and memory was innovative in the context of archaeological site survey. Ísleif, however, is not a technically advanced resource. It has diverged only moderately from its mid-1990s origins as a flat table Access database. While this has placed some constraints on the ability to adequately contextualise sites in the fieldparticularly in terms of site morphology and the relationship between sites and the surrounding landscape, the research presented here is more concerned with the limitations of Ísleif's ethnographic and historical site descriptions. As it is, descriptions are held in large text fields with very little breakdown of the text based on its content. The amount of text per site, or per lögbýli (the primary farmstead in Iceland's medieval agricultural system), is also highly variable, with certain key pieces of information missing from certain farms while present for other farms. For instance, farm valuations are known for practically every lögbýli farm unit in the country, whereas the information is only sporadically recorded in Ísleif, as part of text descriptions stored in an undifferentiated field for information about a farm's history. Finally, the wording of comparable information for different farms is not consistent, which makes even text searches through long descriptions of questionable value.
The project 'Storied lines: tracing the tendrils of agency across Iceland's Medieval Landscape' 2 seeks to address these drawbacks to Ísleif by developing a new database schema centred on the relations between sites. These relations are based on the site database with an additional layer of interpretation derived from historic sources. The resulting schema provides a framework for the analysis of historical documentation in conjunction with geographical information. It is primarily based on the land census Jarðabók Árna Magnússonar og Páls Vídalín 3 (hereafter JÁM), arguably the most valuable resource for understanding everyday agricultural practices and land use in pre-modern Iceland. The framework focuses on the interaction between sites, and the corresponding networks of interactions that such a perspective generates.
Network perspectives in archaeology have become more popular recently (Mills 2017) , accompanied by a similar trend in historical research (e.g. Lemercier 2015 , Düring 2016 , Prignano et al. 2017 , Rollinger et al. 2017 ), but these perspectives are quite varied. The following section discusses some of the implications of network thinking in archaeology.
NETWORK PERSPECTIVES IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRACTICE
In a pair of recent overview articles, Brughmans (2010 Brughmans ( , 2013 reviews archaeological network approaches, describing the influences that graph theory (Harary 1960 , Barnes and Harary 1983 , van Steen 2010 , social network analysis (Borgatti et al. 2018) and complexity theory (Bentley and Maschner 2008) had on the discipline beginning principally in the 1970s (Brughmans 2013, p. 633) .
He notes that archaeological applications of network perspectives are very heterogeneous, each adopting its network methodology and terminology from a largely different set of authors (2010, p. 278) . 4 As Knox et al. observe (2006, p. 114) , 'network ideas are remarkably poorly networked among themselves'. This is in part due to the flexibility of the term network, and the breadth of contexts in which it is used. A network can be defined in as general a sense as 'a set of items … with connections between them' (Newman 2010, p. 169) . Networks can be geographic, representing the connections between places in space, or relational, mapping the connections between nodes without reference to their spatial location. No wonder, then, that the applications vary greatly.
At the centre of this methodological heterogeneity is the difference between what Brughmans (2010, p. 298) refers to as qualitative and quantitative approaches to network analysis. As the categorical designation suggests, quantitative approaches employ mathematical and statistical tools to analyse data structured into networks. Such quantitative network approaches are not short of drawbacks, however. Emirbayer and Goodwin (1994) argue that network approaches share a fundamentally structural bias that introduces both rigidity and passivity that is at odds with the social interaction under study.
Representing the world as a set of points connected by a set of links runs counter to lived experience of the world, argues Ingold; he instead sees the world as a mass of intersecting lines: a meshwork rather than a network (Ingold 2008, p. 82 ). This critique is shared by many of those whose approaches Brughmans refers to as qualitative. These foreground instead the fluidity and dynamism of social relations and space as a social construct based on theoretical approaches associated with the so-called spatial turn (e.g. Lefebvre 1991 , Tuan 2001 , Whatmore 2002 , Massey 2005 . A particularly influential qualitative network approach is actor-network theory (ANT). According to ANT, humans and things coexist symmetrically in sociomaterial interactions (e.g. Law 1992 , White 2008 ; both people and things can be actants in social relations, and the agency driving these social relations is distributed across complex networks of humans and nonhumans (Latour 2005) .
The qualitative approaches typically conceptualise the observed world as relational; that is, that meaning is produced not just by people, animals and objects, but also by the relations between them. Furthermore, these relations are often considered too complex to be mapped out in full. The point of these studies, then, is not to run quantitative analyses of fully mapped networks, but to focus on certain identified relations in the network and to make hypotheses based on those relations in the context of network thinking; that is, that agents act in certain ways based on the relationships they have to other agents/ actants in the network (Latour 2005) . Knappett (2011 Knappett ( , 2013 , however, provides strong arguments for the suitability of combining approaches from both the quantitative and qualitative traditions of network thinking. He responds to Ingold's (2008, p. 82) criticism by arguing that 'there is no need to oppose meshworks (arrays of intersecting lines) and networks; they can be considered as experiential and analytical dimensions respectively' (Knappett 2013, p. 40) . Specifically, he sees high potential in the combination of ANT and social network analysis (SNA). Knappett argues (2011, p. 9 ) that 'from ANT we have an effective means for thinking through the distributed nature of socio-technologies and materiality … and from SNA we acquire an explicit methodology for characterising connections'.
Sindbaek has argued that network analysis is particularly suitable for the study of exchange and communication in the archaeological record (Sindbaek 2007a (Sindbaek , 2007b . He cites Watts and Strogatz (1998) and Barabási & Albert's work (1999) to problematise the two ways in which long-distance interactions have been modelled in archaeology. According to Sindbaek, either these are assumed to be down the line interactions, where goods diffuse from an origin through a set of random exchanges, or alternatively, assumptions are based on Christaller's central place model (Christaller and Baskin 1966) , whereby place-to-place interactions follow strict rules of hierarchy and a progression toward a radial structure of well-connected centres and subsidiary peripheries. Sindbaek takes issue with the former as the study of well-understood networks shows that exchanges always rely on particularly wellconnected nodes. On the other hand, central place perspectives do not take historical formation processes into account. Networks are assumed to progress toward the most stable and efficient configurations, whereas network studies have shown that formation processes imbue certain nodes with degrees of connectivity that endure as the network grows and changes (Barabási 2003, p. 91) . In particular, Sindbaek suggests that so-called weak ties (Granovetter 1973) , which connect separate communities in unpredictable ways, can aid in interpreting signs of exchange in the material record.
The overwhelming majority of network analyses in archaeology use commonalities in artefact assemblages across sites to build networks of interaction, often weighted by the number of common artefact types that any two sites have in common. Approaches of this type are helpful for understanding excavated sites more broadly, but most of the 100,000 sites in the Ísleif register have not been excavated. Archaeologists have used methods of detecting connectivity that do not require excavation, such as proximal point analysis (Hunt 1988 , Broodbank 1993 and visibility (Earley-Spadoni 2015), but there is much left to explore in interpreting connectivity using non-invasive data-sets. Only a handful of archaeologists have employed historical text in this manner, according to a recent review by Mills (2017) . These include an analysis of Roman provincial communication networks (Graham 2006 ) and a range of social network reconstructions (e.g. Larson 2013 , Munson et al. 2014 , Cline and Cline 2015 .
Network analysis finds a comparable approach in current scholarship, namely assemblage theory, derived from the writings of Deleuze and Guattari (1987, see also Deleuze 1994 ), but significantly elaborated by DeLanda (2006 DeLanda ( , 2016 . DeLanda attributes properties to assemblages that concur, in broad principles, with the so-called qualitative network approaches, although he does so with hardly any reference to network analysis. Shared tenets include the ability to traverse scales while retaining core ontological properties of interaction; the insight that networks/ assemblages are both practised and immanent while being fully individuated entities with their own causal influences, and that these entities can become component parts of larger networks/assemblages (see DeLanda 2016, pp. 19-21) . The careful contrast of these two approaches is beyond the scope here, but I will rely on DeLanda's writing on social complexity to address some shortcomings of formal network methods in the conclusion to the present study.
Network perspectives have only recently been applied to North Atlantic archaeology (Sindbaek 2007a , 2007b , Carter 2015 , Frei et al. 2015 , Lucas and Edwald 2015 , although the North Atlantic Biocultural Organization has approached the material culture of the region from a systems perspective for a number of decades (e.g. Buckland et al. 1996 , Amorosi et al. 1997 , Vésteinsson et al. 2002 , Dugmore et al. 2005 , Lawson et al. 2005 , McGovern et al. 2007 ). Other network-based research in Iceland is sparse. Nevertheless, mobility, connectivity and interdependence have long had a place in Icelandic historical scholarship. Helgi Þorláksson (1991) has argued for the importance of considering the role of road networks in the formation of early power centres, for instance, and Kristjánsson and Gunnlaugsson (1990) have shown the high mobility of labour on the island, and the important role that labour mobility played in Iceland's economy, particularly its fisheries and the utilisation of remote resources (see also Eggertsson 1996, p. 5) .
Despite the relative lack of network based historic research in Iceland, the island provides a very suitable region to develop network perspectives on the past. The island was settled late in the 9th century, and while there is little indication that early settlers produced texts, they certainly came from text-producing regions. Iceland is well known for its sagas, literary works written mostly in the 13th century and regularly copied throughout the Middle Ages. Property deeds and church records survive as far back as the 12th century, collected in the mid-19th century codex Diplomatarium Islandicum. Text produced by Icelanders themselves are augmented by two corpora primarily written by outsiders. The first consists of Norwegian and Danish records written about the island -a colony of Norway and later Denmark from 1264. In addition, an island environment affords clear boundaries to limit a case study; nevertheless, the size of the island and its community, 5 as well as its connections to neighbouring islands throughout its history, provide enough material for analyses at the regional and supra-regional scale.
HIN RIGTUGA OG FULLKOMNA JARÐABÓK 6
Due to the importance of JÁM to historical scholarship in Iceland and its role in developing a network perspective on Ísleif, it is necessary to provide some detail about its origins and character. The winter of 1699 was harsh across Iceland. Heavy snow and sea ice had devastating effects on vegetation, wildlife and livestock. The following year was hardly better (Þorsteinsson et al. 1922) , and Iceland's landed elite were well aware that something had to be done. Iceland's national parliament met at Alþingi in June 1700 and among the participants was Lauritz Gottrup, the lögmaður, or lawman, of northern Iceland and one of the most propertied men in the country. At his initiative, those present at Alþingi wrote a plea soliciting help from King Fredrick IV of Denmark (Guðmundsson 1993, p. xix) . The king received the request and was said to have viewed it favourably, inviting Lauritz to Copenhagen to discuss his proposals.
The response to the call for help would yield some of the most important documents regarding early 18th-century Iceland, including a comprehensive population census, livestock census and the most comprehensive farmstead survey ever undertaken in Iceland. This document was titled Jarðabók Árna Magnússonar og Páls Vídalíns. It was initially forecast to take less than 2 years, but in the end took 13, from 1702 to 1714, and after working together in the initial 2 years, Árni Magnússon and Páll Vídalín divided the responsibility between them and relied on several assistants to complete the census. Páll undertook much of the fieldwork, while Árni, based in Skálholt, administered the project and handled the correspondence with the Crown. Broadly speaking, the methodology remained consistent throughout (with a notable exception of the early work in the northern counties of Dalasýsla, Húnavatnssýsla and the southern Vestmannaeyjar islands), and although the degree of detail varies across counties, certain core information is recorded for every farm in the country, both occupied and abandoned.
The methodology is outlined in a document signed by the two surveyors at Öxará, July 18, 1702 (Magnússon 1916, p. 21) . The composition of this rigtuga og fullkomna jarðabók 7 was to include information of the ownership, value, tithe, property tax, rental fees, expected and actual livestock numbers, tenant farms and seafaring operations, pasture and grassland quality, environmental resources, and access to external resources, as well as a host of other information. This is an astonishing degree of detail compared to other property assessments done in 17th-19th-century Iceland, where ownership, value, taxation and rent were usually considered sufficient (cf. Lárusson 1967) . It covers almost the entire country -the records for the four easternmost counties were lost in the Copenhagen fire of 1728, leaving records for 3560 of the 4020 primary farms (lögbýli, see below) in the country. The consistency allows for comparisons across the entire data-set that would not be possible if the farms were surveyed by numerous surveyors with variable methodologies. The brief time taken to compile the survey is also favourable, although 13 years is certainly a duration where significant change can take place. Table 1 shows the items listed for every farm in the census, but generally when relevant; in other words, the absence of a phenomenon is not always indicated. The prose, however, resembles a database in structure: paragraphs are always ordered in the same manner and a single paragraph is devoted to a single element of information: entries begin with the name of the farm; the first paragraph notes religious structures (if present), the second notes ownership, and so on.
Many of these items have an explicit relational element. They contain information about the relationship of a farm to other farms. Owners, for instance, can own several farms, and every farm is situated in a parish, county, municipality and assembly group that places it in communities of various scales and spatial extents. Furthermore, the detailing of resources shows that farms frequently have access to resources within the boundaries of other farms, as well as access to shared commons. Land use is, in that regard, relational. But is it appropriate to think of these farmstead interactions as networks? Table 1 . Items found in the Jarðabók property census for the farm Skriða (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, XIII, pp. 160-162 Landskuld lx álnir nú og tvö fyrirfarandi ár, fyrir 12 árum ii C undir 30 ár, fyrir 40 árum iii C og ekki meiri so hjer undirrjettist. Betalast í landaurum nú sem stendur, og so atla menn að oftast hafi verið, og þykjast ekki vita að hjer hafi með jafnaði fiskatal verið áskilið. Rent 60 ells the past three years, 240 ells twelve years ago, and so for 30 years prior. 360 ells forty years ago. Paid in land produce currently, and it is believed that was usually the case, although it is not known whether the proprietors ever demanded payment in fish.
Rented livestock
Leigukúgildi vi inn til naestu 12 ára, nú i og naestu 2 ár, en þess í milli vita nálaegir ekki grant að undirrjetta um kúgildisfjöldan. Leigan betalast í smjöri, og so var áður þá kúgildin voru vi.
Rented livestock 6 cow equivalents twelve years ago, and 1 for the past two years. Those nearby do not know the the situation during the intervening years. The dues are paid in butter, both now and when the rented livestock numbered 6 cows. Social obligations Kvaðir öngvar.
No further tenant obligations. Livestock Kvikfje iiii kýr, i kvíga veturgömul, xxxvii aer, xiii sauðir tvaevetrir og eldri, xviii veturgamlir, xx lömb, i hestur, i hross, i foli þrevetur, iii geitur, ii hauðnur. Livestock 4 cows, 1 additional cow a winter-old, 37 sheep, 13 two-winter old rams and older, 18 winterold rams, 20 lambs, 1 colt, 1 mare, 1 three-winter old foal, 3 goats, 2 kids.
(continued ) 
Item Census text
Hay production Fóðrast kann vi kúa þúngi, so sem nálaegir þykjast naest komast eftir sinni hyggju, en áður hefur þetta saemileg heyskapargjörð verið, en afskaplega fordjörfuð af óraekt baeði til túns og engja.
The farm can fodder 6 cow equivalents according to the estimates of those nearby, but the infield and the meadows are rather poorly due to improper management.
Local resources
Útigángur góður meðan niðri naer, en mjög svipull fyrir fannlögum, og þarf roskið fje hey naerri til helminga, og lömb mesta part fóður. Hestagánga í lakara lagi. Skógur til kolgjörðar að mestu eyddur, en til eldiviðar bjarglegur. Torfrista og stúnga bjargleg. Reiðíngsrista hefur verið, meinast eydd. Víðirrif nokkurt, brúkast til heystyrks. Ranging and grazing for sheep is good when they can reach through the snow, but heavy snows are frequent, and for that reason mature sheep require fodder during winter amounting to nearly half their feed, and lambs are reared mostly on hay. Grazing for horses is on the poorer side. Woodland for charcoal making mostly destroyed, but woodland provides adequate firewood. Turf cutting is also adequate. The farm used to be able to cut saddle turf, but no more. Willow branches are used for firewood.
External resource rights
Reka á jörðina fyrir utan Litlufjöru milli Hellirs og Svínár og kallast Skriðureki. Rekavon þar í minna lagi, því festifjara er engin. Engjatak á jörðin takmarkað, þó lítið sje, í Hraunkots landi, sem Engibakki heitir, og hefur lengstum brúkast átölulaust. Ekki vita nálaegir að undirrjetta greinilega um fleiri ítök jarðarinnar, þó rómur sje á að hún hafi í fyrstunni víðar náð, þá er það fyrir lángvarandi brúkunarleysi mönnum fornt orðið, og verður ekki því um þau fleira skrifað. The farm has driftwood claims by Litlufjara between Hellir and Svíná, called Skriðureki. The area has poor driftwood prospects due to the lack of a good shore for the wood to settle in. The farm has a small claim on Hraunkot's pasture, called Engibakki, and has been used without dispute for a long time. Those present and nearby are not sure about other resource claims, although it is rumoured that in the first times they extended further. But, through persistent disuse, these have been made ancient in the minds of men, and for that reason will not be described further.
(continued ) Skriðuland, partur af Skriðu. Bygð niður frá heimatúninu fyrir manna minni, en eyðilagðist í bólunni, afdeilt að túni og engjum og reiknaðist fjórðúngur allrar jarðarinnar meðan bygðin varaði, að dýrleika xxv C, og só tíundast ut supra. Landskuld lxx álnir, seinast bygt var, og so að fornu. Betalaðist með landaurum til heimabóndans eður fiskatali. Leigukúgildi iii. Leigan í smjöri til heimabóndans. Kvaðir öngvar. Fóðrast kunni, seinast bygt var, ij kýrþúngi. Aftur má hjer byggja, ef fólk til fengist. Skriðuland, part of Skriða. Built by the infield before living memory, but abandoned during the recent smallpox (1707-1709), considered a quarter of the primary property while occupied, valued at 15 hundreds and tithed accordingly. Rent 70 ells while occupied, and so in former times. Paid with land produce or fish to the tenant on Skriða. Rented livestock 3 cow equivalents. Rent paid in butter to the tenant on Skriða. No further tenant obligations. The farm could fodder 2 cow equivalents when it was last occupied. Can be reoccupied if potential tenants are found.
(continued )
To answer that question, it is important to consider whether the farm is an appropriate candidate for a node in a network perspective. A node is the smallest unit of analysis in a network, and the farm needs to meet certain conditions to be considered a node. It must be possible to define what a farm is, and that definition should be applicable to some degree to every phenomenon defined as a farm in the network. Furthermore, it should be a stable social unit that has some meaning to those living at the time and not simply an abstract way that an archaeologist uses to quantify observed data.
The early 18th-century farm does indeed appear to meet these conditions. The character of early 18th-century Iceland was fundamentally agricultural (Karlsson 2000) . The vast majority of Icelanders resided on farms and engaged in agricultural activity of some sort. Even the recently developed proto-urban areas in the country, for the most part founded as fishing outposts, were positioned within the domestic economy of a farm and considered to belong to a farmstead for administrative purposes such as taxation.
These farmsteads, known as lögbýli, were the social units through which Iceland's administrative landscape was organised, and their status as such was neither gained nor lost easily (Figure 1 shows farmstead distribution in the early 18th century). In contrast to developments in Scandinavia, where towns such as Hedeby, Ribe and Birka developed in the late Iron Age, Iceland did not develop towns until the mid-18th century. Fishing stations, trading sites and harbour sites developed within a fixed structure of farmsteads that kept urbanisation in check and under the control of Iceland's elite -the landowners (Karlsson 2000) . The lögbýli farm formed the core of Icelandic society from at least as early as the 11th century Steinstaðir is a place name in the southern part of the Skriða property. Men believe that it was inhabited in ancient times, although there is little in the way of ruins to support that belief, and this place is mostly mired nowadays and can therefore not be reoccupied. (Gunnarsson 1987) . Voting rights, marriage rights and a host of other rights were dependent on whether an individual was associated with a farmstead; only the primary tenant or owner of a farm was allowed to vote at assemblies and, in several circumstances, to marry (Gunnarsson 1987, pp. 18-19) . The lögbýli structure remained remarkably stable. From the earliest comprehensive records in the 15th century to the 19th century the number of lögbýli was roughly 4000, with only minor increases through time (Lárusson 1967) , although the number was probably higher before the bubonic plague (Júlíusson 1997) . While the settlement structure expanded with additional farms, fishing stations, monasteries and proto-industrial enterprises, these were always considered subsidiary units of a recognised lögbýli. Jarðabók follows this structure, and while there are sometimes dozens of subsidiary units in farms that had developed into proto-fishing villages, the structure of the document itself is always organised by lögbýli.
The fishing station Gjögur illustrates the way in which a typical farm primarily reliant on fishing operated in practice. Gjögur sits at the mouth of Reykjarfjörður, a fjord in the Strandir region of western Iceland, owned in equal measure by two individuals living nearby (see Figure 2 ). Valued at four hundreds 8 (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, VII, p. 342) , it was considerably below the traditional average value of 20 hundreds, and can therefore be considered to have had extremely poor agricultural prospects. The farm description bears this out; Figure. 1. Lögbýli surveyed in Jarðabók. The area in white to the east shows areas recorded in manuscripts that were lost in the Copenhagen fire of 1728. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands. Figure. 2. The map shows the location of the owners of fishing bothies at the GJögur fishing station. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands.
with a lease of 40 ells and no more than 15 sheep on the farm, the agricultural productivity was well below the national average. However, the farm generated considerable income from its ideally suited natural harbour: eight bothies were rented out to individuals in Strandir and Húnavatnssýsla to the east. The rental value for 2 of these was 15 ells each, and if that is an indication of the expected rental value of the other 6, the full rental income of the bothies would amount to 120, three times the value of the rent collected from the occupant of the farmstead itself.
The productive sphere of Gjögur, once the fishing station rentals are taken into account, is better represented as a distributed network than a productive unit delimited by its farmstead boundaries. The same observation can be made, to a greater or lesser degree, about every lögbýli in the country at the time: a collective of farms under the same owner can be argued to comprise a larger productive unit. Neighbouring farms supplemented the shortcomings of their respective lands by exchanging access to resources form partnerships of coupled subsistence; in short, networks of land use are formed by the interaction of people across time and space. These networks, then, carry across them causal influences that affect the behaviour of those entangled through them. This relational structure played an important role in guiding the database construction and digitisation, outlined below.
NETWORK MODELLING METHODOLOGY: FROM SOURCE TO LINE
The methodology employed to construct interpretive networks based on historical and archaeological material must be considered carefully. The biggest drawback to Ísleif's data model is the focus on point data (the site) and its lack of affordances to encode relations between sites. As JÁM provides by far the most detailed account of land use across the island, it became the primary source for a database model centred on the relations between sites, ordered together at the primary farmstead level. Information about the easternmost farmsteads, whose records were lost in 1728, came from the earlier but much more sparse land census documents of 1696-1699 (catalogued in Lárusson 1967) .
To ensure a direct link to the primary source, the entire work was digitised and the text divided based on farmstead location. The location is based on recordings in the field in cases where a farmstead had been surveyed; in other cases, the location of the farm mound was derived from either satellite imagery or maps, with roughly 40% derived from field survey and 60% from satellite imagery. The entire text is available 9 and searchable online using a REST API that provides a connection to the database, as well as a JQuery frontend. The relational database management system PostgreSQL 10 was deemed particularly suitable to hold the data, both for its ability to model relations between data elements and for its considerable spatial capabilities.
The database schema centres on two concepts in the data. The first concept is the farm as a social unit, or lögbýli. This information includes its name, taxation value, ecclesiastical status, and so on. The second is the farm as dwelling, including information specific to a productive farm that falls under the farmstead as a social unit. This includes spatial location, occupation status, rent, livestock numbers, field productivity, and so on. A farmstead as a social unit does not necessarily have to include any farmstead dwellings; 11 moreover, several farmstead dwellings can exist within the structure of a single löbgýli social unit (as primary farm and tenant farms). On the other hand, a farmstead dwelling can only be associated with a single löbgýli, although a single lögbýli may have several tenant farms that are not spatially contiguous with the primary landholding.
It is important to note, however, that the primary element in the database is neither spatial nor social, but temporal. Any reference to a known site in either the historic or archaeological record is treated as an event, with its own temporal properties. This approach is based on Lucas' (2010) distinction of traces and testimonies, where a testimony about a historical phenomenon is distinguished from the medium in which it resides -the trace. The relevance to the data structure is mostly in terms of metadata, but it is important to keep in mind that any testimony about a site in the database has its own trace, and it must be possible to distinguish between these. The JÁM census does provide a date and time for every farm description, and correspondingly the database treats these descriptions as individuated events in time. This allows for querying the database based on seasonality and the comparison of records from year to year, and has provided the grounds for studying annual phenomena that took place while the census was compiled, such as the response to the smallpox outbreak of 1907 -1909 (Pálsson 2016 .
Depending on the type of network to be investigated, PostGIS spatial functions were used to generate networks based on links either between or within given lögbýli units. Resource exchange and property ownership networks are an example of the former, while the latter includes links between primary and secondary farm dwellings, as well as links between the primary farm and controlled environmental resources. These are all recorded in JÁM, but it does not always provide information about how exactly these exchanges were transacted. The mapped networks should be thought of as frameworks for interpreting the past, but the veracity and the practical enactment of each and every network link is not possible to determine.
It is important to note that this methodology is not a network analysis per se, an initial mapping of relationships that can be studied further. In other words, the primary role of the database is not to provide network metrics, but to provide access to the combination of site survey and historical data embedded in interpreted networks of interactions. That does not preclude further analysis using SNA methods, or any other methods of network analysis, but, as I will address below, the data themselves suggest certain limitations to those methods.
NETWORK PERSPECTIVES ON EARLY 18TH-CENTURY ICELAND
The domestic economy of 18th-century Icelandic farmsteads appears to have relied on extensive networks of resource access and exchange, and these networks affected the movement of people and materials across the country. Some of these were stable, such as networks of primary and subsidiary farms, parishes and legal districts, as well as ecclesiastical and royal property networks. Others were more fluid, such as private property networks and resource exchange networks. This section identifies the networks apparent in the source material and investigates the implications of these networks for everyday life during the period.
ADMINISTRATIVE NETWORKS
The following section sketches out what could be called administrative networks detectable in JÁM and other contemporary historic sources. The purpose of the present study is not to analyse the character and influence of these networks in detail; nevertheless, I feel that a brief discussion of these, with examples of how they impacted daily life, provides further insight into the interdependence of farmsteads through complex social structures during the 18th century.
The first was the parish, an ecclesiastical social unit comprising roughly 320 parishes at the time, with the number of farms in the parish ranging from under half a dozen to 40, organised around a parish church. These church buildings were invariably situated on lögbýli farms, usually owned by the church (staðarkirkja) and occasionally owners of the farmstead itself (baendakirkja) (see Vésteinsson 1998 , for a more detailed discussion of the difference between these two). Parish networks extend across the country and are highly modular clusters of parish farms oriented towards a centre, the parish church; in turn, the parish church was linked to one of the two episcopal seats depending on its location (see Figure 3) .
The parish network had clear implications for the interconnections between farm inhabitants. It was a network affecting flows of both people and materials: tithe was paid to the parish church in the form of agricultural produce, while the ecclesiastical calendar brought communities together. Páll Vídalín provides an example of the role of the church in socio-material flows in the diary he kept during the survey of Snaefellsnes. A virulent outbreak of smallpox began in the summer of 1707, and later that year Vídalín (1904, p. 64) recounts that during Sunday services at the Staðarstaður church, the bodies of victims of the outbreak were brought to the church on six different occasions in less than two hours. In this case, the parish church provided not only an opportunity for news about the extent of the smallpox outbreak to spread, but likewise for the epidemic itself to exacerbate.
The second type of administrative network is that of the hreppur, a commune comprising roughly 20 farms. These Figure. 3. Parishes in Iceland, after Johnsen's 1847 census. The blue area represents Skálholt's bishopric, whereas the red shows Hólar's. The red stars depict church-owned beneficia, while black stars depict privately owned parish churches. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands.
communes were responsible for the provisioning of destitute individuals within the commune using a quarter of the tithe paid to parish churches, and so there was a material link between the two networks, but perfect overlap was not the custom. The management of shared uplands (afréttir) and commons (almenningar) was also organised by one or more hreppur. Just as the parish did, these communal networks affected the flow of humans and animals across the landscape.
[AQ] Animal husbandry at the time, for instance, was a transhumant practice; sheep and in some cases other livestock were herded into the vast but sparsely vegetated uplands and left to graze there over the summer. The animals were then brought back to settlement in the autumn and sorted at sorting folds (réttir; see Sigurjónsson 1948 , Aldred 2012 ). An example demonstrates how these places acted as nodes attracting the flows of humans, animals and material goods. Eggert Ólafsson and Bjarni Pálsson noted in the mid-18th century that one of these sorting folds, known as Hraundalsréttir in Borgarfjörður, not only provided the stage for the sorting of animals according to their owners, but was also the stage for 'something resembling a market' (Ólafsson and Pálsson 1974, p. 105) . They witnessed individuals from fishing stations by the sea arriving with their goods, such as dried fish, fish oil and assorted foreign goods. The geographical unit of the hreppur, then, provides the basis for communal interactions and practices binding a community together and acting as a significant property of that community, while at the same time bringing in foreign trade. These lines of interaction, bringing humans, animals and goods across the landscape, all converge and bundle at the nodethe sorting fold -if only for a matter of days out of the year.
The same can be said of the final two administrative networks, the assembly court and trade harbour networks, the first structured around four legislative courts across the nation (Karlsson 2000) , the second a network of trading sites directing where foreign trade took place in Iceland (see Figure 4) . Restrictions on where Icelanders could trade had a significant impact on the flow of material goods and, by extension, the lives of those producing and transporting goods. In certain cases, these restrictions were legislative. For instance, between 1684 and 1706, individuals were not permitted to trade outside their designated trade zone and the penalties for doing so could be very severe (Gunnarsson 1987, p. 81) . In other cases, restrictions had more to do with distance and access between a farm and the designated trade harbours. The role of trading sites in the movement of material goods is a complex topic that cannot be adequately treated here, but see Róbertsdóttir (2008) and Gunnarsson (1987) for detailed accounts of trade sites during the early 18th century.
OWNERSHIP NETWORKS
Medieval Icelandic society was characterised by tenancy. In 1695, 94% of all farms in the country were inhabited by tenants -people who did not own the property they inhabited (Guðmundsson 1985) . Many of these individuals rented property owned by either the Danish crown, one of the two episcopal sees (Hólar in the north and Skálholt in the south), or a staðarkirkja. These ownership networks can be collectively termed state-level, distinguished from private-level ownership networks by certain characteristics. As Figure 5 shows, these networks could be very extensive but tended to be radial as there are relatively few state-level owners, and in the case of the royal and parish church networks, the average distance between the owner and tenant was relatively low in comparison to private networks. This is because of their historic roles as power centres with a large degree of control over their surrounding agricultural landscape (see Table 2 ). The shortest distance is between churches on relatively small farms, reflecting the fact that these usually owned adjacent farmsteads, and rarely farms beyond their parishes. The same holds true for most church farms owned by the church itself, but the average is skewed as a handful of these had extensive networks, most notably Grenjaðarstaður and Múli in Þingeyjasýsla in the north-east of the country.
There are 1121 owners in the database, many of whom own more than one property. Practically every owner is associated with a farm, but only 439 of the 3508 farms were in self-ownership, where an occupant owned its farm fully or partially. The number of property relations -4706 -exceeds the number of properties in the network as partial ownership is common.
Private networks are significantly less legible as the ratio between owners and tenants was much lower than for state-level networks, and it was much more common for privately owned farms to have multiple different owners, often a result of split inheritance. The two bishoprics, for instance, owned a combined 658 farmsteads, while the 954 private owners had stakes in 2775 farmsteads. Figures 5 and 6 show this structural difference between private and state ownership networks. The nodes in the state network are, for the most part, historic centres of power that had large and spatially contiguous landholdings shortly after the country was colonised and had been the largest property holders in the country for centuries leading up to the compiling of JÁM in 1702-1714. Many of the royal properties Figure. 4. Royal and ecclesiastical ownership networks in early 18th-century Iceland. The bishoprics are shown in red, royal properties in blue and beneficia properties in orange. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands.
were once monastic, as the king claimed these during the dissolution of the monasteries during the 16th century. These continued to be administered from the old monastic centres by royal officials, seen as blue lines on Figure 5 . The property networks presented here exhibit scale-free characteristics (cf. Barabasi and Albert 1999) ; in other words, the distribution of node connectivity does not follow a normal distribution, but a power law.
Ownership networks inform land-use decisions. This becomes particularly apparent in the descriptions for many of the farms under state ownership. As noted above, a virulent strain of smallpox ravaged the country in the years 1707-1709 and is estimated to have led to the deaths of 25-33% of Iceland's population (Steffensen 1975, pp. 296-297) . The population collapse led to widespread abandonment of farmsteads and the lowering of rental values for tenants, and this adjustment is recorded for the counties surveyed after 1709, including roughly half of the county of Skagafjarðarsýsla, Eyjafjarðarsýsla and both Þingeyjarsýslur counties. Rents drop across the region, but there is a difference between the strategies of reduction for stateowned and privately owned properties. Rent was reduced by roughly 35% on average in the region, but the rent on a number of farmsteads under ecclesiastical and royal control was not adjusted, or lowered considerably less than the national average (Pálsson 2016) . Instead, tenants on those farms were given rights to use land belonging to abandoned farmsteads (e.g. Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, IX, p. 30) . This, unsurprisingly, occurred primarily when a large landholder owned an abandoned farmstead near other tenants, but, given the spatial syntax of ecclesiastical and royal property networks, this was relatively common. The area Héraðsvötn shows several examples of this, where practically every unoccupied farm was owned by an ecclesiastical institution and practically every one of those was used to some capacity by tenants on farms owned by the same institution. In other words, large landholders can be seen to employ collective land-use strategies when they own several farmsteads in close proximity to one another (Pálsson 2016) . It is the landscape, not the farmsteads themselves, that generates produce; the farmsteads act as nodes scattered Figure. 6. Private ownership networks in early 18th-century Iceland. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands.
across the landscape in networks of land use controlled by large landowners. The landscape is not abandoned as much, as its settlement structure depends on a dynamic between the availability of tenants, the expected rental rate and the value of the goods they produce. Two further examples from the north of Iceland further illustrate the employment of collective land-use strategies in large ownership networks based on early 18th-century documents. The first is that of the church Vellir in Svarfaðadalur. Eleven of the 13 farmsteads owned by Vellir lie in Svarfaðadalur. Of those 11, 2 are purposefully kept vacant as they provide additional grazing lands to neighbouring farms owned by Vellir (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, X, pp. 78-90) . Vellir, in this case, can make decisions that determine which of its farmsteads are leased to tenants based on what it considers beneficial to its entire ownership network rather than any one farm.
The second example shows the way in which large property networks could act as distributed economies of their central farmstead. Large landholders often imposed obligations on their tenant farmers beyond the two forms of payment, property rent (landskuld) and livestock lease (leigukúgildi). Known as kvaðir in the census records, these were particularly common for the tenant farms of ecclesiastical institutions and former monastic farms now controlled by the king (Júlíusson 1998) . One of these is Þingeyrar, an historic power centre in Húnavatnssýsla under royal ownership in the early 18th century and administered by Lauritz Gottrup, himself a large landholder. When mapped, the obligations show a highly organised array of services that tenant farmers provide to the central farm based on the spatial syntax of Þingeyrar's property network (see Figure 7 . Farmers living on Vatnsnes properties to the west were obliged to either man its fishing vessels or participate in sheep shearing, while those in Vatnsdalur to the south were obliged to work Þingeyrar's hayfields at Hnaus, or to lend horses for the transport of trade goods to the trading site at Höfði (marked on Figure 7 with a yellow star). Tenants living close to the highly fecund Laxá river were obliged to fish in the river one day a year, while those living in Skagi were obliged to aid in the transport of trade goods from the Höfði trade site back to Þingeyrar. Not every farm had indentured obligations; for instance, only one of Þingeyrar's five properties in Miðfjörður and Hrútafjörður to the south-west had an obligation imposed on them; the tenant on that farm, Reykir, was tasked with collecting and transporting the rent on those properties back to Þingeyrar. The arrangement responded to the affordances of the landscape, and can be argued to operate similarly to a single farmstead, one that uses different parts of its land for different purposes. The kvaðir system simply operates at a different scale.
Understanding property networks provides a key insight into understanding the everyday life at any given farm, and the decisions taken on the use of land. While single landholders may have been primarily concerned with the utilisation of the resources on a single farm, larger landholders -particularly those who owned property in close proximity to one another -made, at times, decisions based on the well-being of a larger collective of farms. This lead to decisions made at the farm level that cannot be understood adequately by interpreting the site without its relational context.
RESOURCE NETWORKS
The second category of resource claims concerns the utilisation and transport of driftwood and stranded whales. Mapping these rights in the north of Iceland shows how extensive the spatial networks of resource utilisation are for these resources. Driftwood was essential for the construction of Icelandic turf houses, and whales provided food and fuel (Oddsson [1638 (Oddsson [ ] 1917 , and one can therefore argue that even single-farm subsistence agriculture relied on large, distributive networks. Figure 8 shows claims on the driftwood and whales that would wash up on the shores of northern Iceland in the early 18th century. The claimants were invariably church farms and former monastic sites, comprising both local and regional magnates. Two church farms in the northeast serve as good examples of the former -Presthólar and Svalbarð, who both had claims on one-tenth of every whale that reached the shores of the farms in in their respective parishes. It is likely that claims of this type were established early on in Iceland's history by farmsteads with considerable local properties and political power.
Regional magnates had extensive claims on farms that were often over 100 km away. These included many of the historic power centres in the country. These claims are often accompanied by kvaðir, the obligations on tenant farmers. Hólar, for instance, requires every one of its tenants on the northern Skagi peninsula to assist in the transportation of driftwood back to Hólar (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, IX) .
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a method to contextualise site survey data by forging relations Figure. 8. Driftwood access rights to the shores of northern Iceland. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands.
between major archaeological assemblages in the Icelandic landscape -the farmstead unit, or lögbýli. The issue, then, is whether this context increases understanding of these sites. First, many have suggested the existence of systems directing the movement of goods in medieval Iceland, but archaeologists have tended to rely on trade as a primary explanatory model (Carter 2015) , although McGovern et al. (2007) did suggest the existence of resource exchange networks in the Viking Age without elaborating on their character. As the analysis of JÁM presented here suggests, there were, in the 18th century, several overlapping and interdependent exchange networks influencing the movement of material and labour.
Specific examples in the census provide new ways of interpreting how the archaeological syntax of a lögbýli may have been influenced by its interactions with neighbouring lögbýli. The description of Þverá reads, for instance, that 'the property has a meadow claim on the lands of Bót called Þverárteigur, delimited by an ancient boundary wall. In exchange, Bót either grazes pasture in a bit of land above Laekjardalur, or for one month in their land' (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, XI, p. 246 ; translation by author). As the passage suggests, many of the resource exchanges making up the resource networks may have been materialised in some manner; for instance, by enclosures or by path systems linking remote resources back to the claimant farm. Moreover, these resource exchanges often resulted in place names reflecting the arrangement, such as a small patch called Þverárteigur (Þverá being the name of a nearby farm) in the land of Bót. The analysis presented here not only provides direct evidence for why place names on certain farmsteads bear the mark of neighbouring farms, or how certain resource claims were materialised, but also a model for explaining these occurrences more generally across the country. This is particularly notable as Þverá and Bót sit in a county with extensive earthworks from the Viking Age onwards, but the role of resource claims has not played a significant role in the interpretation of these structures (Einarsson 2015) .
The JÁM interaction networks also problematise certain assumptions made by standard network analytical toolkits, such as SNA. Measures such as degree of centrality, transitivity and cohesion assume that links aggregate in consistent and predictable ways (Scott 2017) . However, JÁM indicates that as farmsteads become more and more connected, they begin to exhibit novel characteristics, or what an assemblage theorist would refer to as emergent properties (DeLanda 2016) . This is not a phenomenon that emerges predictably as connectivity reaches a certain stage. I will elaborate on this using two concepts from assemblage theory: downward-causing influences and emergent properties.
Analysing any one network presented in this paper using quantitative network analytical metrics would lead to unsatisfactory results. This is because it is clear that one network can influence another. Consider an example from Skagafjörður, northern Iceland. The lögbýli Hraun í Fljótum (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, IX, p. 339) does not have adequate turf, a vital building resource, and must collect turf from another farm. It does not trade with any of its neighbours, however. Instead, occupants travel south to Hamar, which according to the text is an arduous journey that takes over a week every year. The reason for this unlikely source of turf is not immediately obvious, but stems from the fact that both farms have the same owner, the bishopric at Hólar. It is likely that Hamrar was the closest farm owned by the bishop that had an abundance of turf. Whether or not that was the case, the broader point is that this particular resource exchange arrangement did not arise from a logical interaction between neighbours, but from the decision-making of a regional power, most likely benefiting the entire assemblage of properties under the bishopric, even if it led to a particularly cumbersome arrangement for the tenants at Hraun. In other words, the property network influences the resource network, and causes an interaction that is more triangular than linear.
JÁM contains many descriptions of what may be considered emergent properties (cf. DeLanda 2016). Skálholt, the bishopric in the south, provides a clear example. Skálholt was the largest landholder in the country at the time, and the majority of its properties are congregated in two clusters, one clustered around the bishopric itself, and the other in Borgarfjarðarsýsla county (see Figure 9 ). The farms in these two clusters are subject to different obligations. Whereas the farms in the Skálholt cluster deal directly with Skálholt in some way, the farms in Borgarfjarðarsýsla instead deal with the bishop's representative at Heynes, one of its properties close to its fishery operation at Akranes. Those by Skálholt are subject to three obligations, namely the provision of manpower for grass cutting in Skálholt's meadows, lending a horse to help bring goods to and from the market at Eyrarbakki, and a deckhand on one of its fishing boats. Those under the governance of Heynes need simply to meet the final of the three obligations. This suggests that the properties near Skálholt operate as part of a distributed economy centred on Skálholt. While the obligations on any one tenant were likely not significant -a few days' Figure. 9. The emergence of secondary properties in the management of Skálholt's episcopal estate. Source: Maps produced using basemap data from Landmaelingar Íslands. labour out of the year -they add up to a significant number of labour hours for Skálholt, allowing the bishopric to undertake certain economic activities far beyond what its local workforce could have accomplished by bringing together workforces of potentially hundreds for the three undertakings related to the kvaðir obligations. Finallyand this may go some way to explaining why the two clusters act independentlythey ultimately bring their produce to trade in separate harbours. The spatial character of Skálholt's property network lends itself easily with this division into two clusters which are run, to some degree, independently. This is an emergent property of this particular form of complex connectivity.
Finally, I would like to discuss how lines of interaction become embodied and emplaced in the landscape. Consider a single line in the property network. This particular straight line indicates a relationship in space between a property and its proprietor. In this case, the owner is the royal crown, but the property is administered by a local official by the name of Sigurður Björnsson, who is tasked with collecting rent from several farmsteads clustered in Hrútafjörður, northern Iceland. As the owner in an agricultural society dominated by the propertied class (Júlíusson 2013) , Sigurður Björnsson has the power to set the terms of rental payment. He is, however, based a considerable distance away from the farms he administers. The economy of 18th-century Iceland was still based on the exchanges of material goods; payment of rent by minted coin was rare, and so the payment involved material movement in one form or another. Live sheep were commonly used for payment, and the movement of this live fee was invariably the responsibility of the tenant. Jarðabók offers an insightful look into how these material exchanges took place. The description of rental payments for the farm Mýrar reads as follows (Magnússon and Vídalín 1913-1943, VIII, p. 24 This is a material exchange involving not just point A and point B, but multiple interstitial points and places. This mode of rental payment is fluid and its circumstances have changed during Sigurður's tenure, and one would imagine succeeding royal official arranging the payment differently. Walking this single line shows its dynamism, its roving qualities and the journeys it initiates, for the tenant and his or her animals as well as for the proprietor. While it might not be feasible to walk every line in a network, this single example serves as a reminder that every line in the network indicates a negotiated exchange of some manner between people and their animals, and that these interactions rarely proceed along straight lines. These pushes and pulls of agency, in a sense, are how networks 'maintain their good shape' (cf. DeLanda 2016, p. 30), but this shape is a knotted, tangled one.
As I have indicated above, reading any one line in isolation is problematic. In the above example, Sigurður Björnsson most likely requested the same arrangement of all its Hrútarfjörður-based tenants, and got around the difficulty in communicating with every single one of them by requesting that every tenant leave sheep at either Stafholt or Alþingi, at which point he presumably sent an agent to collect sheep from every tenant in one journey. Here, an emergent property arises from what one could call the parallelism of a particular array of lines, or the clustering of a particular set of nodes.
I would like to suggest that, alongside the two approaches to network theory that Mills (2017, p. 382) identifies, namely node position and network structure, we should consider the line as a third modality. Network analysis, and in particular its visual practices, is a generative process of linework. The computed line, straight line, or the perfectly arced line that network analysis produces does not reflect how we think of the agency of interaction, or how we think of the fragmented archaeological and historical record. As such, we need to consider the role of the line in the context of the network; to trace it, to discover its knots and tangles. The computed line might simply be a graphical expression of the statement 'X is related to Y'; the meaning of that must always be further explored, to echo process archaeology (Gosden and Malafouris 2015) , in terms of lived experience, material flows and processes of becoming. If the line spans across a landscape, we need to walk it; if the line trickles through the archive, we need to read it. In doing so, the network becomes a bundle of storied lines, open to distant and close reading in equal measure (cf. Moretti 2013) , and network analysis itself becomes a lineological practice (cf. Ingold 2015) .
The majority of the interactions recorded in JÁM can be resolved by some type of material or human flow, such as rental payment, resource exchange, trade, or labour movement. In other words, every line is a path in a spatial network. The source material indicates that these paths do not always connect one node to another through something akin to a least cost path, however. At least not without a number of kinks in the road as materials travel from one farmstead to another. It is helpful to consider these lines as transaction paths, a concept which Tsirogiannis and Tsirogiannis (2016) have used to model illegal antiquities trade. While their topological algorithm is unsuitable to the issue presented in this paper, namely the analysis of emergent ways in which a particular network link is transacted based on how it may be influenced by other links and other networks, I suggest that thinking about how links are likely to have been transacted is a productive complement to the analysis of link aggregations (using, for instance, SNA) with link articulations, using analytical techniques based on historical precedence, landscape analysis, and intuition. As the above examples suggest, such a lineological analysis may lead to lines that wander well away from the initial pair of nodes it notionally connects.
The JÁM census consistently shows that high connectivity results in the emergence of mechanisms to handle the flow of materials and goods. These are hard to predict, as they depend on solutions that are specific to a given set of farm interactions. Network metrics based on cumulative metrics may be able to identify highly connected farmsteads in the data-set, but they do not offer any tools to predict how those degrees of connectivity begin to break down as site-to-site connections become material paths of transaction. These considerations call for methodological advances in archaeological network analysis that go beyond the scope of this study, but are the subject of future work.
The purpose of this paper is not to offer thorough quantitative analysis of networks derived from historic records of early 18th-century Iceland, but to identify and characterise these networks of interaction, their implications and relation to archaeological survey. What emerges is a highly interconnected society, described in a text where the connections are clearly central to the description of the farmsteads. Furthermore, these arrays of connections generate emergent properties that cannot be adequately understood using a singlesite approach as decisions made at the farm level are influenced by the relations binding the farmstead into components of larger wholes, such as a parish, property network, or a participant in resource exchange. Any farmstead is a component in a set of sets, an assemblage of assemblages, a network of networks.
